Please review the following list of FAQ’s as part of this agreement
Q.

What if it rains?

A. Unless there is torrential downpour or dangerous storms, we will simply put on boots and raincoats
and celebrate in true British fashion! In other words, a bit of rain will not stop the party, a lot of rain might!
Q.

I am a British business and would like to sell British faire, what is allowable?

A.
All businesses may rent a table for the evening to showcase themselves, in the case of food and beverage,
only true British Faire may be sold and must be approved prior to the event. No outside alcohol will be allowed in
or to be sold.
Q.

What type of British Food might be appropriate?

A.
Keeping in mind that we are in a field and only a 6 foot table will be provided, only pre-prepared food will
be appropriate unless otherwise discussed with us. If you are a fish & chip truck or similar, please contact us to
make arrangements. Examples might be treacle toffee, toffee apples, pies & pasties, pre-packaged items.
Q.

As a vendor, will electricity be provided?

A.
We will have a limited number of electrical outlets and the charge begins at $35 for use of an electric
outlet with normal usage (not heating devices, kettles, etc) . Should you need to heat food or need dedicated
lighting, please make arrangements well in advance as these require more amperage than usual and may require
an additional fee if we are able to accommodate the request. Please view vendor agreement for electricity chart.
Q.

Will there be lighting?

A.
There will be lighting through-out but no dedicated lighting to the booths, we will make every effort to
ensure that the vendors are situated in the most advantageous areas but this is an outdoor, evening festival all
vendors must be aware of the rustic nature of the event and the limitations therein.
Q.

Can I sell other items?

A.
All items to be sold must be agreed upon by ORB INC. Allowable items might include British prepackaged
foods, chocolates, crisps, etc. An inventory of items to be sold must be itemized in the vendor agreement and
agreed prior to event day.
Non-Food Vendors tables available $250 / Food Vendor $300
• Table to be provided
• Electricity begins at (please see chart in agreement)$35 additional fee with 1 outlet for normal usage
(no heating devices)
•
British shops * pubs * restaurants *attractions * small businesses & services*

•

Vendors are strongly recommended to create an interactive and British themed area of exhibit as this will
bring the most attention to your business. Keep children in mind as this is a family themed event
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